
Homemade Essential Oil Diffuser Christmas Tree Ornament 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I started making this from the top down as I found it easier to gage the size of each loop in 
the ribbon this way. You can do it from the bottom up if you prefer but you will need to 
reverse the instructions. 

Take one seed/spacer bead and thread the cotton thread through the hole. Make sure 
that the bead is in the middle of the length of the thread before tying the thread around it 
to make a double knot (see photo 1 & 1A) then join the two ends of the thread together to 
make a double piece of thread.  This will be the top of your tree and the bead acts as the 

top stopper bead. 

Leave an 8-10cm length of thread (This is your hanging loop). Take one seed/spacer bean 
and thread the needle and cotton through the hole in the bead. Then pass the needle 

through the hole again and this should stop the bead moving up or down the thread. 

 

 

This is an easy ornament to make – and it serves a purpose that is for both your eyes and 
nose to enjoy this holiday season! 

 Materials needed to make your Homemade Essential Oil 
Diffuser Christmas Tree Ornament: 

White/Coloured cotton thread approx. 60cn/24 inches in 
length  
bead needle or standard needle with small head 
4 seed/spacer beads 
2 lava round beads or 1 oval bead  
8-10 8mm pearl beads 
1 star bead 
76cm/30 inch long piece coloured ribbon  
Pine, Balsam Fir, Frankincense, or other Christmas Blend 
Essential Oils 

 

Photo 1A  Photo 1  

http://amzn.to/2evJDd8
http://amzn.to/2e96yfu
http://amzn.to/2fpRaJm
http://amzn.to/2elMUIz
http://amzn.to/2elPJt2
http://amzn.to/2fCScpd
http://amzn.to/2e9931G
http://amzn.to/2elXyiD
http://amzn.to/2ew2hkT
http://amzn.to/2fksh4a


 

  
Take the star bead and using the needle thread the cotton through the hole in the centre 

of the bead. 

Take the coloured ribbon and leaving 10mm from the end of the ribbon thread the cotton 

through the centre of the width of the ribbon.  

Thread the needle and cotton through one 8mm coloured bead. 

Then loop the ribbon so that the length of the loop is approx. 15mm to the centre of the 

bead you have just threaded. Then taking the needle again thread this through the centre 

of the ribbon (See photo 2) 

Thread the cotton through the next 8mm bead. 

Loop the ribbon so that the length of the loop is approx. 15mm to the centre of the bead 

you have just threaded. Then taking the needle again thread this through the centre of the 

ribbon. The loop sizes should increase in size by approx. 5mm on each level of the tree. 

Continue with this process until you run out of ribbon. 

  

 When you get to the end of the ribbon, thread the cotton through the third seed bead and 

then through two of the lava beads. 

To finish off thread the cotton through the final seed bead. Taking the snowflake bead, thread 

the cotton through the centre of the bead and then back through the final seed bead. (See 

photo 3) 
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Using the needle thread through all the ribbon and beads until you reach the top of the 

tree (See Photo 4 and 5). This will help give the tree some rigidity. 

 

Photo 4 Photo 5 

 

When you reach the top of the tree thread the cotton through the seed bead above the 

star and then through the seed bead at the top of the hanging cotton strand, leaving 

enough cotton thread to make a second hanging loop. 

Take the needle and thread it through the bottom and out of the top the seed bead. Do 

this twice in total, this should stop the cotton from moving (See Photo 6) and give you a 

second strand to use for hanging the tree.  Finish off however you like and trim the cotton 

thread. 

Photo 6 
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